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The Good We Do
nnHE good we do today becomes
i   The happiness of tomorrow.
Hindu Proverb
Sir Humphry Davy Looks Back
t
he source of the little information and intelligence I possess I
must refer to a restless activity of spirit, a love of glory which
ever belonged to my infancy, and a sensibility easily excited.
Accident opened to me in early youth a philosophical career,
which I pursued with success. In manhood fortune smiled on me
and made me independent; I then really became a philosopher, and
pursued my travels with the object of instructing myself and benefit-
ing mankind. I have seen most parts of Europe, and conversed, I
believe, with all the illustrious men of science belonging to them.
I have added some little to the quantity of human knowledge, and
I have endeavoured to add something to the quantity of human
happiness.	Humphry Davy shortly before he died
I Tell Thee, Priest
I
 tell thee, priest, when shoemakers make shoes
That are well sewed, with never a stitch amiss ;
When tailors steal no stuff from gentlemen ;
When tanners are with curriers well agreed,
And both so dress their hides that we go dry ;
When tinkers make no more holes than they found ;
When thatchers think their wages worth their work ;
When colliers put no dust into their sacks ;
When Davy Diker digs and dallies not;
When smiths shoe horses as they would be shod |
WTxen brewers put no baggage in their beer ;
When vintners mix no water with their wine ;
When printers pass no errors in their books ;
When pewterers infect no tin with lead ;
When searchers see all corners in a ship ;
When sycophants can find no place in court,
But are espied for echoes, as they are ;
When all these things are ordered as they ought,
And see themselves within my glass of steel:
Even then, my priest, may you make holiday.
And pray no more but ordinary prayers.
George Gascoigne
At Rest
yjtere lies my wife 1 here let her lie 1
JLi Now she's at rest, and so am I.
John Dryden

